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Founder, Aid to Injured Motorcyclists

110 Offices Throughout North America
Free Legal Consultation
No Recovery = No Fee
We make House Calls
Attorneys in Every State and Province Who Ride
No Fee on Motorcycle Damage Recovery
Also Auto Accidents
! Criminal Defense Nationwide

Call for Your New A.I.M.
Card with Lost Key Finder
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(800) ON-A-BIKE
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Visit us on the web at
www.ON-A-BIKE.com

Affiliated
Affiliated New
New York
York Offices
Offices to
to Serve
Serve You
You

We are endorsed by the National Coalition of Motorcyclists and
more than 800 motorcycle groups throughout the United States and
Canada, and serve as Legal Counsel for the Confederations of Clubs.

Aid to Injured
Motorcyclists

ATTENTION ABATE/CMRO MEMBERS: Our nationwide network of
A.I.M. attorneys donate a significant portion of their legal fees from
motorcycle accident settlements back into motorcycling by being the
sole financial sponsor of the National Coalition of Motorcyclists.

LAW OFFICES OF

MITCH PRONER
ATTORNEY AT LAW

New York's Authorized Representative for
the Law Offices of Richard M.Lester

Toll Free

•

24 Hours

1-800-531-2424
60 East 42nd Street, Suite 1448, New York, NY
MEMBER OF ABATE OF NEW YORK
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A FIRM DEDICATED TO SERVING THE INTERESTS OF THOSE WHO RIDE

nomad2000@hvc.rr.com
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ABATE of New York State Board Meeting
November 21,2015
President
Called to order by Vice President Pritchard at 12:30
Mike Giarrusso 315-569-8326 mikegia@email.com
Pledge of Allegiance
Vice President
Board members present: Scott Ryan, Paul Pritchard, Prospector,
Pete Campanella 716-655-6473 petecamp@icloud.com
Don Richer, Tammy Ware, Joe Carcaramo.
Treasurer
Reading of previous meeting minutes by VP Paul Pritchard
Tammy Miller Ware 518-248-8092 tammyware62@gmail.com
Discussion; Skype test did not happen
Secretary
Discussion; Six month CD; no action at this time.
Bob "Prospector" Boellner 518-239-4560
Motion #B46-15; Prospector/Don; accept minutes Unanimous.
prospectorspan@netzero.net
Motion #B47-15; Prospector/Don; Make annual $1,000.00
Legislative Coordinator
donation to MRF, Unanimous
Discussion; Waco patches/Christian Unity humanitarian efforts.
Don Richer 315-637-3356 dricher1@twcny.rr.com
Will bring to chapters.
Sgt. at Arms
Motion #B48-15; Prospector/Don; to accept Clinton proxy to
Andy “Animal” Liuzzi 518-365-9301 sliuzzi@nycap.rr.com Region B Coordinator Scoot Ryan; no precedent / no referral,
Public Relations Rima Cerrone 518-322-9287
Unanimous.
rimaann@rocketmail.com
Discussion; Chapters in good standing, consequences of not
Western Region A Coordinator
being in good standing.
Jody Ferrara 585-746-5097 spoada237@gmail.com
Motion #49-15; Joe/Tammy; not to except chapter paperwork at
Region B Coordinator
beginning of state meeting.
5aye, Prospector abstained
Scott Ryan 518-307-0800
strectch223@gmail.com
Meeting adjourned at 1310
Region C Coordinator Tom Alton
315-342-2446
kc2bwd1alfy@peoplepc.com
ABATE of New York State Meeting
Region D Coordinator Rod Digga Crew 845-656-5326
November 21, 2015
trueassassins1@aol.com
Call to order by VP Pritchard at 13:12
John Tichy 207-809-9766
Region E Coordinator
Pledge of Allegiance
usssbr@gmail.com
Moment of Silence
Roll call: 14 chapters present.
2016 State Appointees
Motion #S14-15; So. Tier/Albany; waive reading of minutes,
State Office Manager Chris Werder cwerder@frontiernet.net unanimous.
Treasurer Report; Tammy
888-344-4400 P.O.Box 167, Walker Valley, NY 12588
Discussion; 2016 budget
Treasury Manager
Tammy Miller Ware
Buff/Erie and Monroe arrive for a total of 16 chapters present
518-779-9232 tammyware62@gmail.com
Bruce LaPorte/Oswego will bring spending proposal to
December board meeting.
Newsletter Editor John Reid 315-593-3417
Legislative report; Don no new legislative issues at this time.
Region A report; Pete; region is strong Buff/Erie has purchased
nysabate@gmail.com
30 bicycles for needy children at Christmas.
Newsletter Ad Manager
Region B report; Scott, may be opening a Saratoga chapter soon.
Motion #S15-15; Cayuga/Monroe; send card to Ed Thomas
family, Cayuga chapter will send the card.
Webmaster
John Cholewa 845-705-6370
continued page 15...
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ABATE
of New York, Inc. Chapters
Update from your interim MRF lobbyist:

I verified this with Todd Washam, Legislative Asst. for the
Honorable James Sensenbrenner and Paul Blieberg,
Legislative Director, for the Honorable Reid Ribble
regarding the NHTSA Lobby Ban.
The ban from NHTSA lobbying the States without an
invitation is current law which stays in place unless
specifically changed in the current version of the bill that
passed the House this week, I actually read the entire bill
yesterday and there is no mention of discontinuing the ban.
What did not happen is getting the ban extended to the
DOT, that was always a bit of a long shot and frankly to take
attention away from the NHTSA ban, removing that ban is
on the agenda of the Whitehouse Administration, in part
because this current administration doesn't believe anyone
should be able to direct the federal government, and the fact
that is torques NHTSA off to no end.
We haven't been mentioning it on our recent press releases
specifically because it is on the radar of the Administration
and we don't want to call attention to it.
The only other slight negative is the motorcycle awareness
study wording was changed from "shall" to "may" as it
applies to the National Academy of Sciences. There were
House members that wanted this out so we are choosing not
to lobby it now and make it a cornerstone ask during Bikers
Inside the Beltway to make the "may" actually happen.
continued page 8...

Albany Chapter
P.O. Box 3808
Albany, NY 12203
Brooklyn Chapter
P.O. Box 245064
Brooklyn, NY 11224
Brooklyn Alliance Chapter
P.O. Box 193
Brooklyn, NY 11216
Buffalo-Erie Chapter
P.O. Box 286
West Seneca, NY 14224
BuffaloErieAbate.com
Cayuga Chapter
P.O. Box 74
Auburn, NY 13021
Chautauqua Chapter
P.O. Box 572
Dunkirk, NY 14048
Clinton Chapter
PO Box 2032,
Plattsburgh NY 12901
Columbia Chapter
P.O. Box 227
Hudson, NY 12534
www.columbiaabate.org
Cortland-Chenango Chapter
P.O. Box 245
McGraw, NY 13101
cortland-chenangoabate.com
Finger Lakes Chapter
P.O. Box 353
Hornell, NY 14843

ABATE of Fulton
PO Box 351
Mayfield, NY 12117

Genesee Chapter
P.O. Box 233 Elba,
NY 14058
Monroe Chapter
P.O. Box 13277
Rochester, NY 14613
ABATEnyMonroe.org

North Ulster Chapter
P.O. Box 13
West Hurley, NY 12491
Onondaga Chapter
P.O. Box 11575
Syracuse, NY 13218
Ontario Chapter
P.O. Box 546
Canandaigua, NY 14424
abatenyontario.20m.com
Orleans Chapter
P.O. Box 43
Medina, NY 14103-0043
orleanscountyabate.com
Oswego Chapter
P.O. Box 345
Hannibal, NY 13074
www.oswegoabate.org
Queens Chapter
PO Box 110165
Cambria Heights, NY 11411
Rensselaer Chapter
P.O.Box 360
West Sand Lake, NY 12196
Schenectady Chapter
PO Box 14511 Albany NY 12212
http://
electriccityabate.weebly.com
Southern Tier Chapter
P.O. Box 2441
Binghamton, NY 13902
abateofstny.org
Warren Chapter
P.O.Box 2213
Glens Falls NY 121801
Wayne Chapter
P.O. Box 332
Ontario, NY 14519

NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS
Deadline: Feb 1 2016
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for the Mar-Apr 2016 issue 1
Send submission to:
nysabate@gmail.com

ABATE of New York, Inc.
SPONSORS

ABATE of New York,
Inc. MEETINGS 2016

The following clubs, businesses and organizations
have joined ABATE of NY, Inc. to help further our goals
and to help us fight for motorcyclists’ rights
by becoming a sponsor.

Meetings are held at:

THANK YOU! We appreciate your SUPPORT!
FULL THROTTLE INS AGENCY- Patchogue, NY
SWAHN INSURANCE- Riverhead, NY
Sponsors pay $25 per year to have their business
or organization name printed in our state newsletter
and receive a certificate. If your club, business,
or organization supports our mission
and would like to become a sponsor,
contact Mike Grasby, our Advertising Manager
for further details. You can reach him by email at:
michaelg9898@yahoo.com or by phone: 585-728-5246.

The Freedom Writer

ABATE of New York, Inc. AIMS & PURPOSES

LOCATION:
American Legion Post 1194
363 W Service Hwy
Binghamton, NY 13901

STATE CHAPTERS MEETINGS
The State Chapters Meetings start at 1:00pm.
The ABATE Board meets at 12:00pm
before every State Chapter Meeting.
Next State Chapters meeting on : Feb. 20th, 2016

STATE BOARD MEETINGS
The State Board Meetings start at 10:00am.
Next State Board meeting: March 20th, 2016

SUPPORT THOSE WHO SUPPORT US!
ATTENTION:
ALL NEWSLETTER MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR FUTURE
ED
EDITIONS
SHOULD BE SENT TO nysabate@gmail.com

QR Code for http://abateny.org
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Chapters remember that you are entitled to a 1/4 page of every
edition of this newsletter.

If you or anyone you know has been
stopped at a motorcycle-only roadblock or
harassed in any way by law enforcement
for being on a motorcycle, please contact
Prospector ASAP at 518-239-4560 to make
a formal complaint to the Attorney
General's office.
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Legislative Update: Highway Bill
Conference Report Released
Okay folks I just read the entire 1301 page conference
report attached in the summary below and here is what I
found...
section 1426-while the Motorcycle Advisory Council is
re-established I do not see the references to the specific
organizations such as the MRF, AMA, State SMRO's etc,
we used to initially establish the MAC, I intend to follow
up on this tomorrow with relevant staffers.
section 4001 continues motorcycle safety grant funding, a
distracted driving grant program, and while I cannot find
the proposed study the House wanted for researching
effective crash prevention programs there is a reference to
the fact that within 1 year the agency is to report out model
language for Share the Road with motorcycle programs.
Section 4007 is the Stop Motorcycle Checkpoint Funding,
of particular value is the statement is cannot be used to
check for helmet usage or create motorcycle operator or
motorcycle passenger specific checkpoints.
section 24302 is the Limitation of Data Retrieval from
Vehicle Event Data Recorder and it states with provisions
such as court order that the data is the property of the
vehicle owner or lessee.
There are also some significant sections dedicated to ITS
and Congestion Management worth watching develop but
nothing specific to motorcycles.
I have three things to yet follow up on, the striking of two
sections of SAFETEALU, sections 1301 and 4407 to make
certain they are not related to us and also the reference to
striking section 1123 of Title 49.
I would appreciate any assistance in fact checking what
I've found, I intend to do so tomorrow with Ribble's,
Sensenbrenner's, and Johnson' offices, if you have contacts
that are particularly versed in our issues please do so with
these staffers as well and report back, thanks.
Kirk "Hardtail" Willard
President/Board Chair
Motorcycle Riders Foundation
Washington D.C.

THE TRAGEDY AT WACO

I'm sure everybody has heard of this incident by now, but
there are still more questions than answers. We were given
an update at the NCOM meeting on Nov 14, but there is a
lot more to be learned. Here is the best information we
have to date, in no particular order:

177 people were arrested and each held on one million dollars
bail, some had bail reduced and many were released on bail. As
of Nov 14th, 106 indictments were handed down, with 9 more
sealed indictments.
The prosecutor stated that the remaining 62 WILL be indicted
(isn't that for the grand jury to determine?} Everyone out on bail
must wear an ankle monitor for which they have to pay a fee.
The foreman of the grand jury was a cop. The judge stated
that "we will clear this up quickly" he has since been replaced.
Some of the video has been suppressed and some of the
ballistics analysis has been as well. No mention of how many of
the guns seized were on valid permit holders (remember, this is
Texas, where it's legal to carry).
A police officer made a statement that patchholders are
required to pay dues to the Confederation of Clubs which then
go to the Bandidos. A bearcat vehicle and heavily armed police
were on scene.
Autopsies don't reveal the type of ammunition that caused the
deaths. Defendants apparently can be indicted twice, both state
and federal, thus far the feds are quiet, does this mean the
evidence is weak or???.
Victims were not given medical aid, one EMT was stopped
from performing CPR, at least one patchholder was arrested for
giving basic life support. The county does not have enough
attornies for all the defendants, the case could bankrupt Waco.
All affidavits presented to the grand jury were identical. There
is a gag order on the defendants, any information is leaked from
unknown sources.
The families of the defendants are in dire straits due to loss of
jobs, homes, etc. The NCOM Christian Unity Motorcycle
Resource Team has stepped in to provide humanitarian aid in
the way of groceries, utilities and basic needs.
To date the MRT has amassed $42,000 for this effort. This has
nothing to do with legal fees, bail or fines it is strictly to help the
families survive, and no one is given cash, funds go directly to
the vendor. Christian Unity has created a memory patch to help
fund this aid. ABATE of NY has ordered 50 of these patches at a
cost of $10 each and will be selling them for $10 (ABATE will
not realize a profit). We hope to have them at the January
Seminar
Please keep in mind that if something like this can happen
somewhere in America, it can happen anywhere.
submitted by "Prospector"

Both staff's that I spoke to that are very involved in the House
Highway bill agree this is prudent.
This is a very good highway bill for motorcyclists given the reinstatement of the Motorcycle Advisory Council which by
wording has the MRF a part of it, the Checkpoint funding ban
and the fact that it specifically mentions not to be used for
helmet enforcement is strong, and the awareness effectiveness
study is a first.
I intend to remain in contact daily with Highway Bill
Conference committee members as the Senate and House
conference on this to negotiate differences to best monitor for
negative activity.
As a final statement of concern though, the place of greater
concern on the NHTSA Lobby ban is getting it removed during
the Appropriations bills that are being considered in the next
five weeks. It will take eyes and ears on this process to make
sure we don't get back-doored, especially given NHTSA and the
Whitehouse are opposed to it.

Free monthly publication serving WNY and surrounding
areas, dedicated to riders, their needs and lifestyles.

WWW.HARDTALESMAGAZINE.COM
P.O. Box 917, Orchard Park, NY 14217
Like us on
Facebook

716-725-2745

The Freedom Writer

continued from page 4...

E-mail: steve@hardtalesmagazine.com

submited by "Prospector"

NOTE: ABATE of New York encourages local chapters
to participate in motorcycle events that provides
awareness and support for the motorcycling comunity.
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American Bikers Aimed Toward Education is a not
for profit corporation formed to promote and protect
the interests of New York state motorcyclists. ABATE
monitors and interacts with the legislative process,
enhancing the image of motorcycling, and provides
educational and social opportunities for members
and non-members. ABATE will continue to strive to
stay acquainted with the issues and the people of the
motorcycling community.
We encourage all our members to be informed
registered voters. ABATE of New York, Inc. supports
Motorcycle Riders Education classes currently being
offered throughout NYS. We welcome the interested
people to any of our activities and to join our
organization. All makes and models of motorcycles
are welcome.
For more information, visit our website at:
http://abateny.org/

FIGHTING
FOR
YO U R R I G H T
TO R I D E
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What is ABATE?

New York State Websites
New York State

A S S E M BLY

Carl Heastie Speaker

New York State Assembly
http://assembly.state.ny.us/
Assemblymen:
http://assembly.state.ny.us/mem/

New York State Senate:
http://www.nysenate.gov/
Senators:
http://www.nysenate.gov/senators

To search for a New York state bill go to
http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/
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Winter Business Seminar – Saturday,
January 16, 2016 Owego Treadway Inn
& Conference Center
1100 State Route 17C - Owego NY 13827
607-687-4500

8:15 - 9:00 am Sign In (coffee/juice/water – in Terrace)Terrace
Lobby
9:00 - 9:30 am General Session
•
Prayer\ Moment of Silence
•
State President Opening Remarks
•
Officer Remarks
•
607-687-4500/ Board Officers Oath of Office
•
Wrap Up – Q&A
Terrace
9:30 - 10:15 am Keynote Speakers
•
Ben Rabin Esq. & Scott Brenneck Esq.
10:15 – 11:00 am Break Out Sessions
•
Presidents – Mike Giarrusso
•
Treasury – Tammy Ware
•
Public Relations/Membership – Rima Cerrone Terrace
Terrace Lobby
Starfire
Owego
11:00 – 11:15 am Break (coffee/juice/water in Starfire room)
11:15 – 12:00 pm
Session Topic AMA Insurance
•
Maggie McNally – AMA
•
Jim Elgin – ABATE of Ohio, Inc.
Starfire room
12:00 – 1:00 pm
Complimentary Lunch – sponsored by:
•
Rabin Law Firm & ABATE of NY
Terrace
1:00 – 1:30 pm
Creto’s & Kade’s Law
•
Andy Liuzzi & Ken Watson Starfire
1:30 – 2:15 pm By-laws
•
Don Richer, Ben Rabin, Prospector Starfire
2:15 – 3:00 pm Legislative Strategy Planning Session
•
Don Richer, Ben Rabin, Prospector Starfire
3:00 - 3:15 pm Closing words Starfire
3:15 – 3:30 pm End of Seminar - Pack up
schedule subject to change without notice !
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Pete Campanella

Thought for Today

"The world is moving so fast these days that the one who says
it can't be done is generally interrupted by someone doing it."
Harry Emerson Foesdick, American clergyman 1878-1969

Quotable Quotes
"People say that money isn't the key to happiness, but I
always figured if you have enough money, you can
have a key made."
"Joan Rivers"

Jan-Feb 2016

ABATE of NY, INC.

As a past chapter president I know very well that charitable
events are what holds chapters together. Also some charities
need the local ABATE chapter to hold this event it may be the
only fundraiser the charities has. I have seen this and it does
mean lot to both organization
Having said that, what this proposal is in a nutshell is the
glue to hold the state organization together. One charity,
Being supported statewide by each chapter and the state
organization. Obviously the chapter need to pick the charity
and that needs to be unanimous across the state. Also it would
work best if the charity had local ties in every county or area
for each chapters to interact with. This is not going to happen
over night.
The first organization that came to my mind was" Meals on
wheels" as it most likely is all across the state but I'm sure that
there must be many others. Hospice Food bank...
The idea at this point( as the motion says) is to make a list of
charities that he chapters support, and look for the common
thread. If you have a better quicker way that works, please
share it. Keep in mind unanimous support statewide can hold
us together, the hope is for a stronger organization. Thank
you in advance for your cooperation to make this happen.

The Freedom Writer

"A motion was made at the last state meeting
concerning charities, and ABATE chapter
events."

The Freedom Writer

National and Regional News
WASHINGTON, D.C. – The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency released its Renewable Volume Obligations under the
federal Renewable Fuel Standards on Nov. 30. The RVOs call for 16.28 billion gallons for 2014, 16.93 billion gallons for 2015,
and 18.11 billion gallons for 2016. The EPA mandates fall below the statutory requirements. But the increasing amounts of
ethanol being forced into the nation’s fuel marketplace by these government mandates nonetheless increase the risk that
motorcyclists and all-terrain-vehicle riders will inadvertently misfuel their vehicles. The EPA mandates will force the oil
industry to exceed the blend wall and increase the availability of fuel blends with 15 percent ethanol or more. Motorcycles and
ATVs are EPA-approved to operate on fuel that contains no more than 10 percent ethanol. Using higher-ethanol blends can
damage engines and fuel systems and void manufacturers’ warranties.
WASHINGTON, D.C. – President Barack Obama approved a two-week appropriations patch for highway surface
transportation programs that gives Congress until Dec. 4 to hammer out a long-term reauthorization. The highway bill
currently includes numerous motorcycle-friendly provisions.
Continued funding for the Recreational Trails Program which provides funding to states for maintaining, improving and
expanding off-highway recreational opportunities;
A prohibition against using federal funds for motorcycle-only checkpoints;
Reestablishing a Motorcyclist Advisory Council to coordinate with and counsel the U.S. Department of Transportation
administrator on infrastructure concerns of particular interest to motorcyclists;
Authorization for a study to be performed by the National Academies of Science on ways to prevent motorcycle crashes;
Funding of highway safety grants that include programs to reduce distracted driving, including language that make it easier
for states to successfully qualify for and receive the money;
Extending the five-star crashworthiness standards to vehicle-to-vehicle technology, including blind spot monitors;
Measures to ensure privacy and security in vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure technology; and
No expansion of the pilot programs that places tolls on the nation’s existing interstate highways under the Interstate System
Reconstruction & Rehabilitation Pilot Program.

ALBANY, N.Y. – Four bills introduced in the New York State Assembly outline opposing approaches to motorcycles and the
state’s no-fault insurance laws. A.B. 3232 and S.B. 4316 would
Jan-Feb 2016

require all vehicle insurance policies to inform the insured that the no-fault provisions do not apply to motorcycles and that
supplemental coverage is available. At the same time, S.B. 4614 and A.B. 8420 would add “motorcycles” to the definition of
motor vehicles covered by the no-fault provisions.
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From the pages of Motorcyclist Dec/Jan 2016
by Ken Lee

Who Owns Your Bike ?

Thanks to DCMA, It might not be you
So you think you own your bike? Maybe.Maybe not. And
we're not talking about loan payments and pink slips here.
This is about owns the software loaded into the many
computers on your modern motorcycle in charge of your
engine, instruments, and brakes. And it might not be you.
In recent years, manufacturers have built leagal cases to
argue that cinsumers do not own the copyrighted software in
the products they buy-programming that is essential to
making modern products operate. Specifically, you should
not be allowed to touch the programming without falling on
the wrong side of the law: the Digital Millennium Copyright
Act, or DMCA. These companies maintain that cracking this
programming opens the door to lawsuits- and many have
indeed sent armies of lawyers into courtrooms over this
matter.
In April 2015, Kyle Wiens, the co-founder and CEO of
iFixit, wrote an artical for WIRED.com entitled "We can't let
JohnDeere destory the very idea of Ownership." In this
article, Wiens declares, "It's offical: John Deere and General
Motors want to eviscerate the notion of ownership. Sure we
pay for their vehicles. But we don't own them. Not according
to their corperate lawyers, anyway.
"In particularly spectacular display of corperate delusion,
John Deere--the world's largest agricutural machinery
maker--told Copyright Office that farmers don't own their
tractors. Because computer code snakes through the DNA of
modern tractors, farmers receive 'an implied licence for the
life of the vehicle.'
"It's John Deere's tractor, folks. You're just driving it."
If that sounds like crazy-man talk, consider this: Within
days, the John Deere corperate office sent letters ti its dealers
to try to defuse the situation. It says, in part, "Similar to a car
or computer, ownership of equipment does not include the
right to copy, modify or distribute software that is enbedded
in that equipment."
So there you have it. John Deere is appling its corperate
mucle to ensure consumers can't access the programming in
their tractors because it's copyrighted and it belongs to John
Deere, not the purchaser. Other corperations, including trade
groups lobbying on behalf of many automakers, have worked
tirelessly to make the case to the US Copright Office that
customers who do so infringe on copyrighted programs. In
short, they want to lock up this technology.
How did we get here?

In 1998, the US Senate unanimously passed the DMCA to
extend the reach of copyright law. Much of its intent was to
address the special challenges of regulating digital material over
the internet. In this electronic era, access ti and copying of a
copyrighted work had become easier than ever. To prevent such
actions the DCMA includes language that forbids "anticircumvention" provisions aimed at stopping copyright pirates
from disabling Digital Right Management(DRM) softwareembedded code that prevents simple and convenient copying or
modification of such files.
American copyright law also entitles the general public to use
copyrighted works without securing permission, in ways that
don't interfere with the copyright owner's market for a work: the
principle of "fair use." This typically covers personal,
noncommerical uses. But because of the inherent opposing
interests surrounding fair use, conflicts will arise- in our case, is
this my bike or your computer programming? In broad terms,
the DMCA is supposed to protect the rights of both copyright
owners and consumers. But there is no clear-cut dividing point.
Since the 1990's the number of products incorperating
computer software has exploded in scope and breadth, and
many beleive the DMCA has been deliberately twisted to kill off
innovation and competition, rather than to stop piracy. One
such group is the Electronic Frontier Foundation. an
organizationfocused on "defending civil liberties in the digital
world." They point out that the DMCA has been used to block
aftermarket competion in laser-printer toner cartridges, garagedoor openers, videogame-console accessoried, and much more.
They claim, "Until EFF obtained an exemption for jailbreaking,
Apple relied on the DMCA to lock iPhone owners into
purchasing software execlusively from Apple's own App Store."
The EFF also points out that access to today's digital contentis
often restricted by digitalblocks, but the DMCA prohibits the
creation or distribution of tools to defeat such blocks-even if
they are needed to enable fair use and whether or not there is
actual infringement of coptright itself. Fair users can be found
liable for "picking the lock" whatever the merits of their fair use
defense. Copyright owners argue that these lock-breaking tools,
in the hands of copyright infringers, can result in "internet
piracey." Let's state that more clearly: if you defeatDRM locks for
your personal fair use or create the tools to do so, you might be
on the receiveing end of a lawsuit. And that's very iomportant in
our case because virtually all motorcycle manufacturers now
place locks within ECU programming. In talking with well
known rade tuner/speed shop owner (who wishes to remain
anonymous), some locks are easy to defeat and some are harder
to work around, but his company is in business of unlocking
such blocks in order to improve motorcycle preformance, per
customer directives.
continued next page.....
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continued from previous page....

Contact, Pete Campanella, peter_campanella@yahoo.com
or phone ....716-655-6473
Reminder ABATE's tool box includes PAC
ABATE Road Riders for Freedom Political Action
Committee
Corporate law prohibits ABATE of New York Inc.
from making political contributions. The PAC is a
separate and independent corporation that is able to
make monetary contributions and endorse candidates.
It is subject to close scrutiny by the state of NewYork.
The PAC is a very effective tool, but only if we use it,
and in order to use it, we must fund it.
To send a donation: ABATE RRF, INC
P.O. Box 1155
Riverhead, NY 11901
AJ Travis 631369-0729

The Freedom Writer

He said "Manufacturers select ECU settings that have to meet a
number of criteria: allowing the bike to run to it's design
capacity, enhance product longevity, meet emissions criteria,
and more. All that can definetly compromise a bike's
performance. And the newer bikes incorporate all kinds of
functions, such as traction control and electronics suite more
and more complex. So maybe the average owner shouldn't have
easy access to mess with the coding.
But it also about corperate control and the manufacturer
wanting to monopolize thier own system. So customers have to
go back into their dealer network for servicing and thereby
guarantee profits within their own company structure.
"We do lots of re-flashing (reprogramming) of stock ECU's.
We also install and program aftermarket units. I write fully
customized maps for fuel injection, ignition controls, and more
for racebikes and other applications. So essentially, we are
computer programmers paid to write programs that make the
bikes run better."
With that thought, we asked wheather he views his
programming as proprietary intellectual property for single-use
application to the purchaser alone. Ha said "My take is that
customers pay for the programming I create. It's not leased to
them; they own it. So they can copy it, modify it, or do whatever
they want to do to it after it leaves my hands. I'm not threilled
with the idea of someone stealing my programming ideas and
giving it to other people. But once an item goes into the market
you no longer have property rights. It's theirs, and they cantear
it apart, try to improve it, or whatever. In the real world, that's
called R&D, and it's been going on for 100 years."
Of course, that's only one man's view in a sport that tends to
abide by big-boy rules. The leagal arena is something else again,
but there was some foresight attached to establishment of the
DMCA that allows for change. As part of the statute, the DMCA
undergoes review every three years. During this process, it can
create explict exemptions. For example, previous reviews
addressed cell phone unlocking or "jail-breaking" and
regulations were rewritten to require all nationwide mobile
service providers to unlock cell phones for owners when
changing providers, whereas before it was illeagle to unlock your
own phone.
This is the world we live in. There's no returning to breakerpoint ignitions and carburetors. Electronic brains in our
motorcycles are here to stay, and their use will grow more
common and become more complex with every round of newmodel introductions. The jury is still out on who owns the rights
to electronic programming contained within your motorcycle's
ECU.
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Freedom Rally committee: Ben Rabin, Don Richer, Don Mohr,
Andy Liuzzi.
Bylaw Committee report; difficulties in communication with
president and newsletter editor has slowed distribution.
Motion #S16-15; Onondaga/Cayuga put proposal bylaw
changes on agenda for a vote at next state meeting.
VOTE AT FEBRUARY MEETING !
Discussion; SKYPE/Office 365
Seminar; Don R., Chris Werder has declined to work the
seminar this year.
Motion #S9-15; from August meeting; combine Seminar,
Freedom Rally and State Party 10 nay, 1 aye.
Discussion; Heated exchange on chapters in good standing.
BREAK 14:50-15:10
VP Paul Pritchard; all chapters with thier paperwork today will
be allowed to vote. Show of hands; all here are in good standing.
Seminar committee; D. Richer, P. Campanella, T. Alton
State Party; tabled discussion.
Motion #S13-15; from August meeting; state meeetings to be
held as near as possible to the geographic center of the state,
15aye, 1 nay.
Motion #S12-15; from August meeting; whenever meeting
location is finally decided it cannot be changed for 1 year, 12
aye, 1 abstained.
Motion #S11-15; from August meeting; void vote made at May
2015 meeting that moves state meeting to Albany, 15 aye, a
abstained.
Purchase of new computer for state office; will be addressed at
December board meeting.
Motion #S17-15; Buff/Erie/Genesee; all chapters report to state
board which charities they support and what way.
VOTE AT FEBRUARY MEEETING
2016 Budget; 15 aye, 1 nay
2016 state board nominations;
President: Robert Porter, Mike Giarrusso
Vice President: Pete Campanella
Treasurer: Tammy Ware
Secretary: Bob "Prospector" Boellner
Legislative Coordinator: Don Richer
Sgt@Arms: Joe Carcaramo (declined) Andy "Animal" Liuzzi.
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continued from page 3...
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The Motorcycle Riders Foundation Releases its Legislative
Strategy Agenda for 2016
At the 2015 Motorcycle Riders Foundation’s (MRF) 31st
annual Meeting of the Minds Conference held in
Milwaukee, WI, a Legislative Strategy Session was hosted by
the MRF’s Legislative Committee. As has been done for the
past several years, the MRF requested that it be attended by
Sustaining State Motorcyclists’ Rights Organizations
(SSMRO) Legislative and/or Executive Officers. We
welcomed several representatives from our Sustaining
Motorcycle Clubs and Organizations as well. The goal was
to set the MRF’s Federal Legislative Agenda for the 2015
Meeting of the Minds to the 2016 Meeting of the Minds
annual cycle.
The MRF’s SSMRO partners responded once again with a
majority attendance that resulted in a healthy dialogue
focused on motorcycling. The MRF Legislative Committee
remains extremely pleased at the aligned and clear direction
we experienced again this year from our SSMRO partners.
This level of agreement continues to allow for solid action
plans to be developed by our Legislative Committee and our
Board of Directors that can be effectively employed by our
Government Relations Department and our SSMRO
partners while in Washington D.C. and in working federal
issues in their home states. Additionally, we continue to see
productive gains in state legislative activities that support
our federal efforts when it comes to protecting on-road
motorcyclists, motorcycling, and its associated lifestyle.
The MRF Legislative Committee continued the practice
instituted five years ago of recording one vote per SSMRO in
attendance. A full breakdown of each vote will be printed in
the upcoming issue of the MRF Reports. The session this
year was moderated by MRF Vice President, Jay Jackson,
with support from MRF Vice President of Government
Relations & Public Affairs, Jeff Hennie, and MRF President,
Kirk “Hardtail” Willard.

FAST reauthorization (the Highway Bill) – work to include
Motorcycle 2010 type Grant Funding, continuation of the
NHTSA Lobbying Ban, pursue reinstatement of the Motorcycle
Advisory Council (MAC) to advise the FHWA, oppose any
motorcycling related federal blackmails or federal sanctions
contained in the highway bill; closely monitor for any action
that would negatively impact motorcycles, motorcycling, and
motorcyclists; seek to include HR1861 type language to ban
motorcycle specific roadblock grant funding; seek to clarify
ownership of “black box” data
SAE Motorcycle Roadside Sound Test – The MRF to NOT
promote the use of the SAE Sound Test as a National
enforcement standard, majority considered this a state issue
·
Continue monitoring the Federal Crash Causation study
and the MSF Naturalistic study
·
Strongly oppose any federal standard proposing stamping
and certifying of motorcycle exhaust systems
·
Work to discourage ALL forms of distracted driving, and
oppose all forms of funding blackmails or withholding of funds
as related to motorcyclists, watch this issue closely for
motorcycle specific discriminatory language
·
Continue participation at the federal level where the
definition of a motorcycle is under review taking advantage of
any opportunity available to enhance and further clarify
·
MRF will oppose any motorcycling, motorcycle, or
motorcyclist-based discriminatory legislation or rules proposed
by the U.S. Congress or by a federal agency
·
MRF to seek a legislative vehicle to include motorcyclist
anti-profiling language this upcoming session
·
Continue participation in motorcycle related activity in the
European Union, United Nations, and Canada
·
MRF to fiercely oppose any mandatory helmet or apparel
standards
·
MRF directed by our SSMRO’s to not support the use of
ethanol fuels higher than E10 or any other newly developed fuel
blends including alternative renewable fuels without further
testing on motorcycle engines and obtaining specific
recommendations from motorcycle manufacturers approving
their use
continued page 20 ...
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It’s time you did something more to protect your rights!

Join and Support Motorcycle Riders Foundation… REGISTER, VOTE, AND RIDE! Annual Individual
Membership..........................................................$30 3-Year Individual Membership.............................$80
Annual Joint Membership..................................$50 3-Year Joint Membership.....................................$130
Annual Sustaining Membership....................... $100 Sustaining Motorcycle Club..................................$100 Annual Industry Council
Membership............$100
Freedom Fighter Donation: $10 $25 $ _______
New Renewal (Member #_________________ )
PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE YOUR INFORMATION:
Name —————————————————————————————————————————————————————
Address ———————————————————City, State, Zip
—————————————————————————————————————————————————
Phone —————————————————————————————————
E-mail Address ———————————————————————————————————————————————
Check here if you would like to receive MRF Email alerts Check here if you do not want to receive patches and pins
Are you a member of a state motorcyclist’s rights organization? Yes No If yes, name __________________________

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY All information treated confidentially
Referred by _________________________________________
Date ______________________________________________
MRF # _____________________________________________
Exp. Date __________________________________________
Member was given: Pin
Patch Year Rocker Newsletter
What issue? ________________________________________

Jan-Feb 2016

Mail remittance to: Motorcycle Riders Foundation
1325 G Street N.W. Suite 500 Washington D.C. 20005 / Phone
202-546-0983
www.mrf.org / mrfoffice@mrf.org
—————————————————————
CHARGE IT! Visa MasterCard AmEx
Card Number
Expiration Date
Signature Date
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YOU CAN READ THE STATE NEWSLETTER ONLINE!
http://abateny.org/newsletter.html

YOU CAN ALSO APPLY FOR MEMBERSHIP ONLINE
http://abateny.org/join.html

ABATE of New York, Inc. - Membership Application

ABATE of New York State Office • P.O. Box 167 • Walker Valley, NY 12588 • 1-888-344-4400

ARE YOU MOVING? Bulk Mail is not forwarded; please update your address.
Mail to: ABATE of New York, Inc. • P.O. Box 167 • Walker Valley, NY 12588

Name:_________________________________________________________________ Member #:_______________________________________
Chapter:_________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City: ______________________________________________________________ State:____________________ Zip:________________________
Date this new address is to take effect:_____________________________________________________________________________________
Phone:________________________________Fax:________________________________ Email:_______________________________________
Other members in the household who will need to be updated:

Name:_________________________________________________________________ Member #:_______________________________________
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Signature:______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

We would like to acknowledge our newest Milestone Members and thank them for their
continued dedication to the organization.
Herbert White
Rob Gardner
Fred Torres
Rick Ellsworth George Schoen
Thomas DeJac
David Burkey
Clyde Morrison Bonnie Kettle

10 Years:
Richard Klingenberger
Rev Ronald A Mertz Kathryn A Fonfara
Walter D Weirich Jr
Thomas Miller
Clyde Hamilton
Lloyd Kalin

15 Years:
Albert P ZollerJim Manheim
Robert Aiken
James Kellogg Robert Rosario Penny McKay
Sharon Owczarczyk Joe Burakowski Jean DeWan Jim Waterman
Sara Fitzsimmons
John Carr Jr

Mike Murray

20 Years:
John Nicoletti

Wayne Schultz

Carl Decker Jr

George Vassilev
Fred Barrett
Mark White
Matt Wright

Carol Dunn

Marty Dick Robert C Ellerstein Phillip Warren
Anthony C Callari

Richard Chudzinski

21 Years:
James “Packrat” Bates Julie Holgate
Ray Walters Jr
Alan E Webb

22 Years:
Brian Bucholtz
Scott Hilbert

Karen Hollfelder

Gary L DeWind

23 Years:
Mike DeBetta
Marc Martino
Terry A Cook
Cindy Baker
24 Years:
Joe Cash
Norm Camille
Butch O’Connor
Barry F Morehouse Sr

Pete Jackowski

26 Years:
Bill Healey

Paul Wollenberg

Ron Hinz

Roz Healey

Dana J Smith
Glenn Manning
Tim “Roadkill” Werder
27 Years:
Roy Bake
28 Years:
James Remery
Chuck Tretyak
Jeff Metz
Dennis Buccina

29 Years:
Charles Kibbe
Jackie Kibbe 30 Years:
Larry Papaj
31 Years:
Neal “Skip” Meskill
32 Years: Janice Livermore
34 Years:
Paul “Shadow” Fasoldt
36 Years:
Sue Secaur
37 Years:
Cee Garcia

Mark Wright
Mel Grose 35 Years: James H Livermore
38 Years:
Brent Garcia

Our Newest Charter Life Members:
Frank Sabo

Patrick “Smoothie” McBride

All facts above are submitted by the State Office archives, all correction requests must be submitted to the state
office.
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Denise Sabo
Donald “Corky” Edwards
Marlene H Trafford
Leonard Palmer
Joseph M Giorgio
Debbie Sackel Giorgio
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MRF to continue to ensure the inclusion of motorcycles in
ongoing Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) emerging
technologies
·
Pursue safer roadway design strategies at the federal level
·
Continue to promote our theme of crash avoidance versus
safer crashing, using the principles of House Resolution 1498
urging NHTSA to focus on crash prevention and rider
education
·
MRF to pursue limiting funding in a relevant legislative
vehicle of the Center for Disease Control (CDC) for their
increasing involvement in motorcycling safety issues
·
MRF to monitor private organizations that oppose the
legislative agenda or mission of the MRF and investigate their
funding sources to make certain they are not receiving federal
tax dollars
·
MRF to monitor public organizations for funding sources
when in opposition to our legislative agenda or mission,
respond appropriately if they receive federal tax dollars
·
MRF to monitor and report on non-transportation federal
agencies becoming increasingly involved in motorcycling such
as the Government Accountability Office (GAO)
·
MRF to continue to closely monitor the federally
mandated Affordable Health Care Act for potential
motorcyclist and motorcycling discrimination
·
MRF to fully engage the EPA on upcoming activity on
motorcycle emission regulations and motorcycle drive train
mandates
·
MRF to support the Black Box Protection Act to regulate
black boxes in motorcycles, seek to clarify the rights of the
vehicle owner to ownership of the recorded data
·
MRF to monitor fair tolling concepts on federally funded
roads and roads supported by federal bonds
·
MRF to seek to add clarification of an “autocycle” as third
class of vehicle at the federal level
Lane splitting was discussed and decided it should remain a
state by state issue with the MRF providing resources, there is
no federal lane splitting initiative at this time
Federal Agency Motorcycle Design Standards – MRF to
oppose non motorcycle manufacturer mandated specific
design standards

SSMRO’s by discussion and vote requested the MRF engage
with multiple partners to draft federal anti-profiling language
specific to motorcyclists and work to include it in the upcoming
Congressional session
·
Request for MRF Sustaining Member Motorcycle Club
Committee to lead an effort to provide resources to clarify the
usage of the terms gang, club, known associate, associate when
referring to motorcyclists
·
There was agreement that there would be an effort by the
MRF and SSMRO’s to get non-motorcycle powered two- and
three-wheelers such and mopeds, scooters, and the various
cabin-based steering wheel type vehicles removed from
motorcycle crash statistics.
·
There was discussion on the novelty helmet educational
promotional campaign by NHTSA to the Law Enforcement
Community and it was decided the SSMRO’s should be
educating their members on the definition of a helmet as
practically used in their states
With the current U.S. Congress, combined with our
comprehensive and aggressive legislative agenda, the MRF
Legislative Committee strongly encourages our SSMRO
partners and our MRF members to actively engage in a lively
motorcycling dialogue with their U.S. House of Representative
and U.S. Senate Members as an immediate priority. We will
need our strong presence to continue with this Congress. If your
SSMRO needs any assistance in planning a trip to Washington
D.C. to begin or strengthen the dialogue with your members of
Congress, contact the MRF Washington D.C. office at
202-546-0983. We would also like to encourage you to finalize
your plans to attend our national biker lobby day event in
Washington D.C., Bikers Inside the Beltway, on Thursday May
12th, 2016. See our website at www.mrf.org for more details.
MRF Legislative Committee Members:
Dave “DAD” Dwyer, George Gorman, Lenny Holcomb, Ryan
Hubbard, Jay Jackson, Jim “Legs” Korte, Boyd McFail, Bob
Myers, Todd Riba, Kirk “Hardtail” Willard (Chair)
Kirk “Hardtail” Willard, MRF President, kirk@mrf.org

The Life Membership Program consists of a one time payment based on
the number of years the member has in the organization. Beginning with their
25th year, they are automatically a Charter Life Member and dues are waived.

0 - 5 yrs
6 - 10 yrs
11 - 15 yrs

Membership
Membership
Membership

$400
$300
$200

In addition to all benefits
of a full member,
the Life Member will receive:
• A Life Member patch
• A distinctive Life Member card
• Yearly pins

The Freedom Writer

ABATE of NY, Inc. Life Membership Program

Forever Members

You can shed tears because they are gone, or you can smile because they lived.
Chris Allen
Stan Bach
Donald Blasko
Dorothy Falt
Tom Fleming
Brenda Force
Dick Fulton
Bill Cox
Barbara Rancourt
BIG DEB MATSON

Clyde Hamilton

Victor Green
Michelle Hall
Martin Hourihan
Edmund “Eddy” George Keyes
Frank Martorana
Gary P. Myers
Terry ‘Doc’ O’Rourke
Brian Paschen
Chris Peek
Jan Aguirre
Frank Sabo

Mary Walker
Robert Ritchie
Walt Rutski
Angie Shufelt
Robert Shuster
Martha Strouse
Robert Taylor
John V, ‘Jack’ Wrigley
Bob Gleason
Dan “Wind” Smallwood

The ABATE of NY State Board is honored to present another level
of membership, designed to memorialize members passed.
The ABATE of New York Forever Member will be memorialized
through a unique card and memorial certificate, and continuing
annual ABATE of New York pins. Forever Members’ names
will be published in a special section of every subsequent issue
of The Freedom Writer and on the ABATE of New York website.
The card and certificate are meant for the memorializing party to treasure,

For further information, or to memorialize an ABATE of New York member
through Forever Membership, please contact the State Office Manager
at 888-344-4400, or cwerder@frontiernet.net

Jan-Feb 2016

pins perhaps to be saved or placed at the grave, and the publication
so all remember. Forever Membership has been established at a one-time
cost of $100, and eligibility is limited to those who were
members of ABATE of New York at time of death.
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ABATE NEWS LETTER “THE FREEDOM WRITER” ADVERTISING PRICE SHEET 2015,
RUN YOUR BUSINESS AD, EVENT AD OR SERVICE AD IN OUR NEWSLETTER. OUR NEWS LETTER IS PRINTED BI-MONTHLY JANUARY, MARCH,
ST
MAY, JULY, SEPTEMBER & NOVEMBER. DEADLINES ARE DECEMBER 1ST FOR JANUARY ISSUE, FEBUARY 1ST FOR MARCH ISSUE, APRIL 1 FOR MAY
ST
ST
ST
ISSUE, JUNE 1 FOR JULY ISSUE, AUGUST 1 FOR SEPTEMBER ISSUE & OCTOBER 1 FOR NOVEMBER ISSUE.

SUPPLY YOUR ART WORK & TEXT WITH THIS FORM PLEASE WRITE LEGIBLY OR TYPE, YOU CAN ALSO E-MAIL TO midasb@aol.com IF YOU
DON’T HAVE SUITABLE AD, WE CAN PREPARE ONE FOR YOU. SUPPLY US WITH AD TEXT AND ANY GRAPHICS. ABATE of NY INC. RESERVES THE RIGHT
TO REFUSE ANY ADVERTISEMNET THAT IS NOT IN THE BEST INTEREST OF OUR ORGANIZATION. ALL ADVERTISEMNET MUST BE PRE-PAID, PLEASE
REMIT PAYMENT WITH ADVERTISEMENT.

________

FULL YEAR ADVERTISING :
FULL PAGE
9"X10"

________

HALF PAGE

________
________

SINGLE ISSUE ADVERTISING :
9"X10"

$1,000.00

________

FULL PAGE

9"X4.95"

$525.00

________

HALF PAGE

9"X4.95"

$90.00

1/4 PAGE

4.48"X4.95"

$270.00

________

1/4 PAGE

4.48"X4.95"

$50.00

1/8 PAGE

4.48"X2.45"

$180.00

________

1/8 PAGE

4.48"X2.45"

$35.00

$150.00

________

________

DATE________________

Biz Card size

Biz Card size

$175.00

$30.00

E MAIL___________________________(C) PHONE#_______________________________ YOUR

NAME_____________________________________________(W) PHONE#_______________________________ BUSINESS
NAME____________________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS__________________________________________________________________________________________ DUARATION
OF AD:

START MONTH ______/_______/_______

END MONTH ______/_______/_______

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: ABATE of NEW YORK INC.

Thank you for your support
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motorcyclist news & Items, observations and
viewpoints from a legal
riding perspective

GAZETTE

Vol. 1 Issue 2

This Property New York’s Trial
Condemned Court System
Law’s a “Dumb Tool”

Hauled Into Court

The tabloid headline howls injustice— In the first case of its kind in U.S. history,
big money and corrupt power abuses NY State’s trial system is going on trial.
the little guy, with lawyers right in the The NYCLU (New York Civil Liberties
Union) has brought suit
thick of it, using the law to do their
The
ACLU
for the state’s chronic
evil client’s bidding. Lousy, corrupt
intervened on Rush failure to provide con
lawyers. Sharks, piranha.
Limbaugh’s behalf
We can’t argue the perception in his infamous ’06 stitutionally guaranteed
right to counsel for the
drug bust
but we’ll argue nevertheless, because
crimininally
accused.
that’s what lawyers do—they argue.
Their investigation revealed that
Lawyers don’t make
accused are routinely arraigned
law, they argue law.
without counsel present, 1/3rd of all
And law’s a dumb
accused never see their lawyers except
tool. A screwdriver
in court, and that some prosecutors
is a useful tool to
receive 35 times more public funds
honest mechanics
for investigation than public defenders
and burglars alike.
As old as law is the adage “you can’t (emphasis added).
2007 national stats cite up to 7x the
legislate morality.” We can be morally
repulsed by the abuse of laws as much recommended caseload with virtually
as the next guy, but it’s our job to find no investigative allowance and a 30+%
a legal answer—a legal argument—to greater chance of public defenders’
fight back with. It gives us no small guilty clients doing prison time.
Chilling stats, especially in light of
pleasure winning those arguments for
how often the news seems to report
our clients—winning for individuals.
For every tabloid headline, there are another wrongly imprisoned prisoner’s
thousands of untold stories...conflicts release on DNA or related evidence.
Without speculating on studies
that unfold in countless ways and end
up in lawyers’ hands. It’s the skill of that say prison privatization further
the hands holding the screwdriver that incentivizes the US’s already record
prison populations, it is evident to us
determine any conflict’s outcome.

!

Myers, Singer and Galiardo
represents individuals.
We take threats to individual
rights and liberties very
personally.

Mike
Chris Matt
Singer Galiardo Myers

299 Broadway, NYC
212-986-5900
Motor Vehicle Accidents
Police Misconduct • Criminal Defense

“we ride...we
represent”

NYPD’s collection truck scoops up a lot of illegally
parked motorcycles, including plateless ones like the
pink putt-putt here. If you’re trying to avoid license
theft, bolt plates on with good hardware, don’t take
them with you if you’re parked on the street!
we have reached a desperation tipping
point in the fair adjudication of criminal
cases by courtappointed counsel.
“Presumed innocent” has no mean
ing when the system deprives all but the
wellheeled of any rational description
of a fair day in court.

Winter Bike Tours?

Spotted this bike with ’bama plates whose
bottle-capper accessory made us wonder:
a) 7up? Really? and b) what’s it like to be
behind him when he pops the lid off a cold
one at 60mph?

Ferguson, Missouri:
Heartland USA Meets
Police Militarization
Regardless of how the shooting
death by a Ferguson, MO police
officer is adjudicated, the scenes
of demonstrators being confronted
by a police phalanx of armored
vehicles and weaponry suitable to
fullon war—on home soil—isn’t
an image readily forgotten.
Few can can justify local police
departments wielding such fire
power, less reconciling it with the
motto “Protect and Serve.”

A downtown Manhattan entrepreneur
packages motorcycle tours (w/driver)
all over the city and is undaunted by
winter’s arrival—he’s got the heated
riding gear all figured out.
The standard GoPro helmetcams
allow his intrepid customers to show the
Big Apple on ice to folks back in Sioux
City or Munich...and are incidentally an
accountability and liability valueadded
benefit. Visit nycmotorcycletours.com
to check out their offseason offerings.
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Myers Singer &
Galiardo, LLP

The Freedom Writer
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HURT in an Accident? Find out your rights, FAST!
Call 24 hours / 7 days

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Motorcycle Accidents
Car Accidents
Pedestrian Accidents
Boat Accidents
Train/Aviation Accidents
Slip & Fall Accidents
Construction Accidents
Nursing Home Abuse/Neglect
Birth Injury

NEW JERSEY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FREE consultation!
We will come to you!
We will immediately protect your rights!
Don't speak to the insurance company
before you call us!
We will fill out all forms for you!
We will advance the money to
investigate & pursue your claim!
1/3 Legal fee is paid at the end of your
case!

10 Rutgers Place
Trenton, NJ

NEW YORK
Joshua D. Pollack, Esq. & Philip L. Frankel
Esq.
143 Willis Ave, Mineola, Long Island
116 John Street, NYC

1-800-487-8911

1-800-487-8911

Robert Plevy, Esq.

©2003 1-800-HURT-911, Inc. 1-800-HURT-911® is a registered trademark owned by Philip L. Franckel, Esq.
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